AlRplus® Mini

Reliable, Convenient, and Easy to Integrate to Improve Process Flow

Now you can benefit from all of the renowned qualities of the AlRplus® Mini with TWICE THE SPEED!!

- Simplicity → Easy To Use
- Small Foot Print → Light Weight
- Reliable → Very Low Maintenance

Proven system with thousands in use worldwide.
AlRplus® Mini — Perfect Protective Packaging

AlRplus® Mini is a very quiet and compact machine that weighs only 20 lbs. It features a built-in calibrated heat-sealing unit that provides an automatic, consistent seal. The AlRplus® Mini is reliable and user friendly making it the preferred choice for inflatable packaging systems.

- **Easy Integration**
  - Perfect for a single station, or can be integrated to supply multiple packing stations
- **Reliable Operation**
  - Requires little maintenance
  - Continuous production with little to no downtime
- **Easy To Load and Operate**
  - Requires minimal training
  - Completely programmable
- **Adjustable Air Fill**
  Fill bags and cushions as needed for specific packing requirements
- **Calibrated Heat-Sealing**
  Assures consistent seal of bags and films
- **Run Many Packing Material Styles**
  Produce any size air pillows and engineered films

Easily automate your packing process by adding an AlRplus® Mini with an Overhead Lift Hopper System.

## AlRplus® Mini Specifications

- **Size:** 19" W x 16" H x 19" D
- **Weight:** 20 lb.
- **Speed:** 40 fpm
- **Power:** 120 V - 2 amps
- **Air Supply:** Ambient
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